2023 Lassonde Student of the Year: Supervisor Statement Guideline

Please note that your supervisor statement around the student’s impact on the organization is heavily weighted at 45% of the student’s overall application. Please provide examples on the student’s contributions and elaborate where possible (minimum 250 words or one page, double spaced).

In a few short paragraphs, describe the students Impact on the organization:

- What are the top reasons (up to three) why you chose to nominate this student?

- Student’s overall performance.

- Describe how the student made a significant contribution (i.e. to your workplace, your stakeholders, project completion, bottom line, strategic goals, etc.). Please use at least one example and indicate the impact to the organization.

- Did you give the student extra duties or opportunities because they performed above expectations and if so, please provide (an) example(s).

- Do you have other comments that you think the awards committee should know?